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Malin et al. [1] recently reported Mars Global

Surveyor (MGS) discovery of 20 Martian impact sites

where new craters, of diameter D = 2 m to 125 m, formed

at different times in a seven-year period.  Their results

are consistent with their earlier result (MGS web site

www.msss.com), inferring a small crater formation rate

for the last 100 years.  As seen in Fig. 1, both data sets

match, within an order of magnitude, the rates of crater

formation I have used [2] in estimating crater retention

ages of surfaces on Mars. [Note: Their data below 16 m

may be incomplete and, as they state in their catalog,

their largest (145 m) crater may predate their seven-year

period.  Even if only half the Malin et al. detections are

correct, their rate is still within about an order of

magnitude of the rate I have used.]

Figure 1.  Impact crater isochron diagram for Mars.

Dashed lines show calculated size distributions for

craters/km  for different time periods.  Two curves (tick2

marks and circles) show crater production reported by

Malin et al. [1] for 100-year and seven-year intervals,

respectively (see text).  Better than order-of-magnitude

agreement is found between the new observations and the

isochrons.

The new observations, if correct, appear to go a long

way toward resolving a controversy about the Martian

timescale and the origins of small decameter-scale craters

on Mars, aired at earlier LPSC sessions.  Five points can

be made.

First, the controversy that has received the most

attention [3-6] involves the question of whether most

small craters are primaries or secondaries. Because

MGS’s observed new craters occur in scattered single

events, one at a time, months apart, they appear to be

primaries.  Several of them are tight clusters of craters,

from a few to tens of m in size, spread over 10  m or so,2

and this matches our modeling of breakup of primary

weak stone meteoroids during Martian atmosphere entry

[7, 8].  The most carefully developed models of

secondary dominance [5, 6] imply that decameter-scale

are overwhelmingly secondaries (by factors ~10 ), which3

would appear mostly in showers within an hour or so of

when Zunil-like primaries appear on Mars, typically at

intervals > 10  or even 10 y. These models also suggest5 6

that the decameter-scale primary crater production rate

should be 1/2000 of the rate I have used [5, p. 374], and

several hundred times lower than what Malin et al. [1]

report.  The new observations [1], if correct, conflict with

that model.

Second, however, the new observations [1] do not

disprove the McEwen et al. [5] model of secondary

accumulation after some 10  or 10 y.  The Malin et al.6 7

[1] cratering rate may dominate for only the first 10 y6

after formation of a unit, only to be replaced by the

combined primary+secondary rate after a few My, when

craters of D at least 3 to 10 km begin to form, to eject

debris of sufficient size to make secondary craters in the

size range considered here.  After 10 or 100 My, some 10

or 100 Zunils would have accumulated on Mars.  The

mild statistical clustering effects among their distant

secondaries [6] begin to average out, and the total

numbers of secondaries produced [5], as averaged over

Mars, would not be inconsistent with my isochron plots.

Fig. 2, based on calculations by McEwen et al. [5,

Table 3], illustrates this point.  They calculated a size-

frequency distribution (SFD) for secondaries at different

distances.  Their SFD shape is somewhat different than

mine, but Fig. 2 shows that after 10 or 100 My, the total

numbers of their predicted craters fall in the vicinity of

my isochrons for 10 and 100 My.  The fit is even better

when 10 My and 100 My worth of primary cratering as

per Malin et al. [1] is added in.  (This figure will be

discussed further in a paper in preparation.)  To

summarize, the important thing is not so much the

primary/secondary ratio at a given moment, but rather the

combined effects of  the primaries and the secondaries

acting together over time.
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Figure 2.  Isochron diagram showing calculated size

distributions of distant secondary craters, scattered over

most of Mars. Open data points are based on  McEwen

et al. [5, Table 3]  for 10 and 100 Zunil-sized craters, i.e.,

after 10 and 100 My, respectively.  Solid data points and

lines include those secondaries and primaries

accumulating at the rate reported by Malin et al. [1].  The

general position of the curves is close to my isochron

values for 10 and 100 My.  This suggests that the gross

effect of primary+secondary accumulation is within an

order of magnitude of the curves used in our chronology

system.

Third,  the order-of-magnitude agreement of the

above data with the isochron diagram, as seen in Figs. 1

and 2, support order-of-magnitude “Martian chronology,”

or geologic timescale I have developed in print since

Mariner 9 team reports. This is true even if only half the

Malin et al. detections are correct. This chronology is

also consistent with Martian meteorite radiometric ages,

because both data sets require broad areas of Martian

basaltic lava flows with ages of order a few 10  y, along8

with sporadic water exposure events on the same

timescale.  In spite of various critiques [3-6, 9], no

substantially different chronologies have been recently

proposed.  The general consistency with the best

secondary crater models is shown by the fact that an age

proposed for the Athabasca Vallis system by McEwen et

al. [5] in 2005 of “between 1.5 My and 200 Ma ago” is

nearly identical to our 200 estimate of < 20 to 200 My

ago for flooding in that region [10].  The bottom line of

the existing chronology system is that general geologic

resurfacing activity on Mars (volcanic, fluvial,

periglacial, aeolian) tended to be at least two orders of

magnitude greater in early Martian time than today [11],

but that a geological resurfacing by all these processes

has extended into the last 1% of Martian time.

Fourth, the Malin et al. observations [1], if correct,

are consistent with the above and require very recent

resurfacing activity.  Malin et al. stated this and found it

“disturbing,” but it is also a positive and exciting result:

It suggests glacial and mantling activity on timescales of

the recent obliquity cycles, i.e., � 10  y, and hence7

suggests major climatic and environmental changes as a

result of the obliquity excursions [2, 12].

Fifth, the discovery of ongoing production of

decameter craters, on �10  y timescales, means that2

researchers can date crater retention ages (i.e., rock

formation events, exhumation events, and other

generalized resurfacing events), even on small and young

formations.  We need only learn how to read the record

of accumulating small craters.
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